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Oh My Mind!

Oh my mind, what do you want?
I want to give poems, but I can't.
Oh my mind, go to nature.
Yeah, with my pleasure.
Oh my mind, can I be free from that?
No, it is only your life support.
Oh my mind, give me a power.
Yeah, write poems against terror.
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The Emergence

I'm mad for victory, I'm super human
I'm thunder, I'm storm.

I'm overwhelming in the earth, I'm a new flag
I'm power of Lightning, I'm disaster.

I'm beauty of pure, I'm natural resource
I'm king of destruction to remove ruin too.

I'm bullets of gun, I'm burning smoke.
I'm gravity, I'm hot sun.

I'm sun in the solar system, I'm light of the day
I'm wonder of the world, I'm newly-awakening expedient.

I'm god's creation, I'm going to Innovation
I'm the emergence of the world, I'm the best creation being.
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Symbol Of My Family Life

My Father is norm of my life
My Mother is love of my life
My Brother is amity of my life
My Sister is affection of my life
My allied are inspiration of my life
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An Educated Thief

A poor uneducated thief-
Who steals something for suffering of his life.
He has no wealth, he steals
Because of remaining for alive of his life.
But an educated thief-
Who steals everything
From house of this poor uneducated thief.
Because the educated thief-
Is so greedy than the poor uneducated thief.
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Allah is Almighty

Allah is Creator
Who create any creature from nothing
Allah is Almighty
Who will command of resurrection long
Allah is Kind
Who bless us although we aren't thankful not long
Allah is Supreme
Who manage the great universe from starting of devising
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I've read biographies of scholars,  
But, among them!  
Someone couldn't study any university.  
So what? They were bright as the stars,  
They used to take a lesson from nature,  
Used to distribute knowledge for human welfare.  
Such as Kazi Najrul, Rabindranath,  
They couldn't study any university of the earth.  
But literature of their has taken to become  
A text book in the university.  
Mohammad (sm :) wasn't literate person,  
But He was real teacher and guider of Islam.  
Although Socrates was an uneducated,  
He was a philosopher and teacher of ethics.  
Although education increases our knowledge,  
Knowledge isn't part of only education.  
So we should take a real education.
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Mother's Womb

Mother is heaven, but heaven is not mother,
Because mother is greater than heaven.
First time, mother's womb was heaven of her child,
Because no food is taken directly by it but he is alive.
Mother takes food, but nutrition was taken by her child,
When he stayed his mother's womb with sleeping,
Because it is most kindness of Allah's blessing.
Mother is heaven, but heaven is not mother,
Because heaven stays underfoot of mother.
So mother is the greatest blessing of God.
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Zeal Of Friendship(Continuation In Time)

Continuation in time..........................
All is lost of friendship,
Everyone has lost their friends,
Someone has achieved a good career,
Some are in student life,
Anyone is a student in the field of activity,
Anyone is an employee in his student life too,
Someone is busy to collect foods,
Someone is running towards money,
And I am? I want to be a different!
From childhood to youth,
From youth to old age,
I will go to search to find friendship,
I will also go to search for the truth,
The time is continued..........................
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A human being who is inspired by youth
He is not old, he achieve joy with both.
Youth is not fixed by age,
Youth works with mind base.
He has no youth although he is young,
He can't protest him by moving tongue.
Youth has no age,
Youth is a inspiration of lively touch,
Youth is a power of mind of human being.
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Hello Sailor!
'Why are you not tired?
After a long tour.
Why are you running with Xebec?
Like a mighty man.
Alas! isn't finished yet your tour? '

A loudly voice!
then came to me floating...
'It isn't finished yet my tour
Did not sunset, period is noon at four.'

Hello sailor!
'Aren't you fearful?
Don't you have to fear?
I understand that I will sink
In my body is shocked by fright
Oh, it's a dangerous tour.'

Shout with angrily!
He answered at once...
'Aren't you seeing my strong muscles
What are you afraid?
The mast is very hard,
Oars pull has stood up.
I would not be worried too.'

Hello sailor!
'You have brought massage of joy
You have grappled prestige of fearless.
You are commander of nation
You are enlightened like sunrise.
We are proud of your audaciousness.'
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Unity

Unity is the basic power of friendship
All time unity is the most inclusive.
Disunity is increasing our enormity
There is no knowledge without unity.
Unity is often built a shared identity
The joy of one is the joy of all in unity.
The virtue of unity we go ahead with fights
Unity is spirituality of our human rights.
Love of unity stays in the world of community
All successes are brought by virtue of unity.
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Queen Of Dream

You are my queen of dream
In my heart is kept
With attraction of your name.
I don't want to alive without you
My love spends long live
With lively touches of you.
You are my willing of my heart
And you are my heart-bit.
I will happy if I get
Your nice to meet.
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Open-Heart (In Glory Of Everybody)

I shall laugh in glory of everybody
I shall cry in the sorrow of everybody,
I shall distribute my food to the hungry.
All flowers of my garden are bloomed for all
The lamp of mine will lighten every house of all,
I shall punk my pipe and the music will run without goal.
My house, house of all will stay in same location of my soul,
As if it will be created an open heart by me to pleasure for all.
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Newly Inspiration Of Spring

Spring has arrived,
Trees are filled up with flowers
Spring has been turbulent.
The new buds are bloomed,
Flowers are newly-dressed,
Art stays with green butterfly.
The mind is pleased
With fresh green leaves,
The nature has awakened,
Changing has come.
The nature is responded
By greens animated touches,
Spring is invited
By flowers- blossoms-buds
Bees fly from flowers to flowers
To collect honey with pleasures.
Flowers are swung by Antarctic air,
The smile of nature flows in the open heart.
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Kindness

Get up early in the morning
Go to prayers daily,
Pray for everyone,
Then, get out on the ground,
Now you have to do-
Give food to the hungry,
Show the path to the blind man,
Give your cloth to the poor man,
Serve the patients,
Stay beside the afflicted,
Respect your elders,
Give affection your younger,
Help the poor in danger,
Come for welfare,
At least do a good work in a day
Again pray for everyone,
Then go to sleep in the name of God.
It will kindness of yours.
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Justice Of Islam

Justice is the significant part of constitution of Islam
The victory was established by justice of Islam,
The justice of Islam has brought welfare in Islam.
The justice is a concerning worship of Islam,
He was great justice of whole world whose name was Mohammad(s)
He said "I swear to God, if my daughter Fatima is caught for stealing,
I will cut her hand."
Allah said "O believers! Be upright and bearer,
To be witness of justice for Allah."(Surah- Maidah: 8)
I am Muslim, I love Islam,
They are loved by Allah those are justice.
So we should be taken to justice of Islam.
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Cruelty Of Human

The smell of gunpowder is spreading quickly in the air
Suddenly an explosion,
This moment, all things was end and destruction.
Then the howling of everybody came away
Most of people died in the way.
Mother lost her children,
Children lost their parents.
But mother in extremis,
And said 'Oh, God, protect my child without me.'
'I am helpless now.'
Why is this happening?
It would be an answer-
'These are organized by cruelty of human.'
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Ma

Ma,
Where have you gone?
Ma,
Will you come back?
Ma,
All time I remember you.
Ma,
I remember the past days.
Ma,
How much happiness of your compassion was!
Ma,
I'm helpless without you.
Ma,
Come back, you come back.
Ma,
You had to wake up whole night when I was sick.
Ma,
You are so great after god.
Ma,
You come back, don't you?
Ma,
I can't to endure this pain.
Ma,
I have been taken to prayer for you.
Ma,
May Allah bless you.
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Every Moment Of Life

Every moment of life is not the same,
There are some moments in life which feel pleasure
Some moments come to life through laugh and tears.
Once again in a moment of life
Human loses their stamina for touching of sorrow
Sometimes they can't go ahead for feeling of narrow.
In the moment of our life is busy,
All this brings to heart to make a remembrance
With freshness and lively touches.
The every moment of life,
It could be touching of pleasure to the memory
Or it could be a heart-rending tragic history.
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God And Lucifer

God is One and Excellent
Lucifer is an irreverent.
God is Gracious
Lucifer is ominous.
God gives us welfare
Lucifer deprives our pleasure.
God is the most Merciful
Lucifer is harmful.
God is Lord of great universe
Lucifer is an unrighteous.
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Poet And Poetry

Poet is not a grammarian,  
Poetry does not adhere to the grammar.  
Poet is a messenger of creativity,  
Poetry is an expression of mood.  
Poet is not only a writer but also he is an artist,  
Poetry is not only a literature but also it's an art.  
Poet is a leader of literature,  
Poetry is a massage of renaissance.  
Poet is the best human of poetry,  
Poetry is the best creation of poet.  
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A New Year

Happy new year
I have missed past year.
Something was wrong because I was liar.
Last past year,
I was selfish,
I want to change my life where prayer is near.
Happy new year.
Oh, God, you are so great.
Pardon us for our mistakes.
Take my prayer and love for you.
Because you have given me a new year for welfare.
Happy new year.
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Hope is not unfruitful
Hope is a power of internal.
We are bound by hope.
Hope widens our mind scope.
Human go forward in hope
Human can't alive without hope.
Hope stays in the top.
Hope is not a illution.
Hope is almost victory song.
Let's we sing in a song.
'Hope is fruitful
when we try to
do work properly'.
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What's Love?

He loves everybody who believes in love.
He can't love himself who doesn't love.
Love isn't only love but also a renunciation.
Love is heaven, heaven is love.
Mind is a house of love.
I love, you love, he loves.
But Love isn't common.
Love is an expression of joy and pain.
Love is self-sacrifice without selfish gain.
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God can do everything without human.
But human can't do anything without god.
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Dark Is A Light

Not only light is a light
But also dark is a light.
Because most of animals
get to see clear in the dark.
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I Want

I want
to free
from that
society where
every talent
is valueless.
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If you want to know about importance of a year,
Go to a student who has failed exam this year.
If you want to know about importance of a month,
Go to mothers whose child is born prematurely before the days.
If you want to know about importance of a week,
Go to a editor who didn't publish any news from a week.
If you want to know about importance of an hour,
Go to lovers whose are waiting for each-other.
If you want to know about importance of a minute,
Go to a passenger who has missed a train.
If you want to know about importance of a second,
Go to a man who has survived from accident.
If you want to know about importance of one mili second,
Go to a player who didn't won a golden cup.
If you want to know about importance of a micro second,
Go to a scientist who didn't reflect light in micro second.
So every moment is valuable of our regulating life.
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Life And Time

Life is a story of any history
Life is short but time is long.
Life wants to spend whole period,
Life doesn't want to alive
With role of the time.
But human go forward with time.
Life remember that memory, time is a reality.
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Simple Is Not A Simple

Simple is not a simple
When you can't do anything.
Difficult is not a difficult
When you can do everything.
Everybody knows the matter.
But few are feeling this.
They can't do
For unsuitable condition.
Sometimes simple work is faced with difficulty.
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Mysterious

One day at midnight,
A spooky sound was heard by me,
I did the work quickly,
Then I came down on stairs.
At the moment, what I saw?
I was curious to see the situation.
Then I couldn't remember anything.
The next day, I woke up so late.
And I saw that I was in hospital.
Action has been finished,
I felt pain all over my body.
What was that?
Was a dream or reality?
It's seemed mysterious to me.

(It's based on Ghost)
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My Trapped Life

In a boundary which is built by bricks and stone,
I am trapped in here, from morning until night.
I can’t come out from trapping life due to situation.
As if, I am in depths to depths which is dark.
“"I remember the story of past days such as:
The true freedom like birds, golden paddy, the green grass,
And the dewdrop on the grass in the field,
All this brings to heart to make a poem
With freshness and lively touches,
It's the newly-signaling and inspiration to write poetry.”
But today-
Willing of my heart,
It’s filled up by black spots of repentance.
As if, it’s a ruin of bricks and stone like concrete.
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Awake Up, You Awake Up.

Hello, Youngster,
Awake up, you awake up,
Protect the freedom of country.
Participate with fluidity,
Resist against enormity,
Awake up, you awake up,
It's confidence of yours.

Hello, Youngster,
Awake up, you awake up,
Remove the trouble from society.
Bring up welfare for human,
Build up unity of love,
Awake up, you awake up,
It's confidence of yours.

Hello, Youngster,
Awake up, you awake up,
Go forward as Nomads,
Give journey in path of struggle.
Find out endless mystery,
Awake up, you awake up,
It's confidence of yours.

Hello, Youngster,
Awake up, you awake up,
Save the earth from destruction.
Remove the misery-sorrow-pain,
Make up the unity of society,
Awake up, you awake up,
It's confidence of yours.
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Voice Of Mine

It’s a real
history of my life.
I have been writing poems
from childhood.
My poems are so
simple and easy.
I can’t to write
difficult poems.
Like William Shakespeare.
Why?
Nothing, but I need a
magic power.
I have no mentality
of writing poems
or literature.
I want to search a
wonderful mind.
Where is it?
I am simple
of my life.
Please everybody,
show me
a simple way.
Which is path
full of love?
Like heaven.
It’s a real
history of my life.
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A Real Friend

A real friend,
Fight for you when you in danger,
Respect you when you are elder.
Include you when you will be a volunteer.
Encourage you when you are a worker.
Need you when you achieve a good career.
Deserve you when you care for together.
Stand by you, how helpless you are!
We need a real friend to understand each-other.
A real friend.
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Symbol Of Color

White color is a moment of Departure.
Orange color is a moment of Adventure.
Violate color is a symbol of philosophy.
Red color is a symbol in base of Energy.
Blue color is symbol of Vastness.
Green color is a symbol of Peace.
Yellow color is a smiling of Nature.
Black color is a harm of Evil's war.
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In Stage Of Life

Life is a struggle
So we need remain a goal.
World is a stage
So we will create a strong base.
Every obstacle is a stair
So we will increase our pecker.
Death is called by fear
So we should strive to win in the here.
At last success will come to life on the knocking door.
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Result Of Lust

A wide range of distorted forms of lust
Sometimes it’s light-shadow
Sometimes it’s pool of death.
Needless to say, “In greed is sin, in sin is death.”
A lot of want are filled up by a little thing.
So why are so rampant of lust?
Will be satisfied with something which are given by Allah.
If you can’t do it, hold fast to the truth
Otherwise, you will suffer eventuality.
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Blessing Of God

We wake up early in the morning, it’s blessing of God
Because if we can’t wake up for good.
We go to bed in the night, it’s blessing of God
Because if the night is not good for us.
We take oxygen from environment, it’s blessing of God
Because if we can’t take oxygen.
We leave carbon dioxide, it’s blessing of God
Because if we can’t leave carbon dioxide.
We get love of mother in the world, it’s blessing of God
Because if we get no love of mother.
We achieve knowledge in the right way, it’s blessing of God
Because if we can’t achieve knowledge.

There are billion or more blessing of God in the great universe
But we are not feeling these.
But; God bless us all time, so it’s blessing of God.
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We are autistic child
We can’t do anything, can we build?
We also can do such working which someone else can’t do.
You should try to understand to us a little.
It’s truth that humanity is the greatest at all.
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Does the time start to run from beginning of the creation?
Does the creation begin to run from starting of time?
Standing in front of a difficult question,
Is there no solution at all?
Sad to think that the controversial in far-reaching ideas,
Suddenly, thinking of the best solution to enchant the eyes are exposed by Al-Quran.
I asked him 'what were you doing before when you were in the womb? Why can't you say? because then the time did not start to run. '
No words came out from his mouth,
He did not solve the question.
I said him, “It is Allah who has created this great universe,
Every object in the universe is disciplined, space is unlimited
Well-organized and well-planned everything,
Therefore, the existence of time before the creation was inevitable,
But Allah has created this time, tell me now
Does the time start to run from beginning of the creation?
Does the creation begin to run from starting of time?
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Freedom

This is not means of freedom that
You do what you want.
This is not means of freedom that
You will be forced to U turn.
Namely, this is freedom that means
You achieve what you learn.
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Mind And Body

Mind is imperishable, body is destructible.
Mind is changing, body is rotting.
Mind is automatically transformed itself, body is affected by the mind of life.
Mind is psychologists, body is anthropologists.
Mind is bloomed by knowledge, body is growth by food from early age.
Mind is spiritual, body is Logical.
Mind is inspired by life, body is guided by mind of life.
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My Love

I love you
My love has comes from heaven,
I love you
My love is one of the most lucky of seven.
I love you
My love likes your smiling face,
I love you
My love is real love of base.
I love you
My love wants to spend with you whole life,
I love you
My love must wants to be you my better-half.
I love you very much.
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